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ABSTRACT: The Divertor Test Tokamak (DTT) facility is being proposed to study the exhaust solutions in tokamaks with a special look on DEMO, searching for alternatives to ITER’s detached condition operation, for the case this solution proves inadequate. To know about the physical processes occurring in the plasma or for engineering needs and control uses, diagnostics play a major role and reflectometry, foreseen in the forthcoming generation of machines such as ITER and DEMO, is a useful asset for DTT. Assessing the different areas and applications that could be deployed on DTT is of significant importance from an early stage. We propose, therefore, to use numerical simulation using finite-difference time-domain codes (FDTD) of the REFMUL\textsuperscript{*} family to implement synthetic reflectometry diagnostics. Different aspects are included such as propagation in the plasma, optimisation of the system location within the vacuum vessel, its access to the plasma (waveguide and antennas), or the signal processing techniques.
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1 Introduction

The Divertor Test Tokamak (DTT) facility is a new project for a machine intended to study the exhaust solutions in tokamaks with a special look on DEMO. ITER will operate in a detached condition, having a radiating volume in front of the divertor [1]. However, this solution may prove inadequate, and consequently, the need for sound alternatives is felt. As in all fusion machines, there will be a need for diagnostics to gather knowledge about the physical processes occurring in the plasma, for engineering needs and control. Reflectometry has become one of the most important techniques to diagnose fusion plasmas, and consequently, its use is foreseen in the forthcoming generation of machines such as ITER and DEMO. Also, for DTT, this diagnostic can be a useful asset. Therefore, assessing the different applications that could be deployed on DTT is of major importance. We propose to use numerical simulation using finite-difference time-domain codes (FDTD) of the REFMUL* family to implement synthetic reflectometry diagnostics which include aspects such as propagation in the plasma, optimisation of the system location within the vacuum vessel, its access to the plasma (waveguide and antennas), or the signal processing techniques. This study on the application of reflectometry to DTT happens in an early stage of the diagnostics’ conception, and it is planned to be an aid to this process and a way to foment discussion. There are several pieces of information still not available at this moment, making this effort the start point of an evolving work. The applications developed to put the synthetic reflectometers in place will continue to be used as more details are made available.

2 Microwave reflectometry

Reflectometry is a spinoff of the radar techniques used in the study of the ionosphere, which has found an important application as a diagnostic in fusion research [2]. A signal is sent through the plasma where it propagates until being reflected at cutoff position \( r_c \), where the refraction index is zero, \( N(x_c) = 0 \). The reflected wave shows a phase shift \( \varphi \) due to: (i) the microwave circuit \( \varphi_M \); (ii) the propagation in a vacuum between the antenna and the plasma edge \( \varphi_0 \) and (iii) to
the propagation in the plasma \( \varphi_p \). The phase \( \varphi_p \) reflects the propagation of the wave along a path, described in a cold plasma approximation by a refraction index \( N(r) \) only, and it contains information on the plasma electronic density \( n_e \). For the Ordinary mode (O-mode), \( N \) is a function of the density \( \varphi_p = \varphi_p[f, N_O(n_e)] \) while for the Extraordinary mode (X-mode) is also a function of the magnetic field \( \varphi_p = \varphi_p[f, N_X(n_e, B_0)] \). The main computational electromagnetics (CEM) technique used to simulate reflectometry is finite-difference time-domain (FDTD), most commonly applied to Maxwell’s curl equations, although it can also be applied to the wave equation [3–5]. It is usual to write the curl equation in a vacuum (with \( \varepsilon_0 \) and \( \mu_0 \)) while including the plasma response in the current density \( J \). This results in a system coupling Maxwell equations with a linear differential equation (LDE) for \( J = \sigma E \). To solve it, curl equations are discretised following the Yee schema while a time integrator is used to solve the LDE [6]. The REFMUL* family of FDTD codes comprises REFMUL (2D Ordinary mode–O-mode) [7], REFMULX/REFMULXp (2D Extraordinary mode) [8], REFMULF (2D full polarisation) and REFMUL3 (3D code) [9]. In this work we are using REFMUL, which has been used extensively in the simulation of ITER plasma position reflectometers [10].

3 Inputs to setup of a synthetic reflectometer using REFMUL

For preparing the synthetic reflectometers, some a priori information and data must be made available. A CAD description of the vessel is necessary to design the reflectometer accesses to the plasma and the shape of the first wall in the region of interest of the reflectometer together with the planned antenna design. Another point is to know how recessed the antennas need to be due to thermal and erosion protection. With this information in mind, the physical structure of the synthetic reflectometer can be implemented on REFMUL with the surfaces modelled as perfect electric conductors. For plasma modelling, knowledge of the equilibrium for the contemplated scenario has to be available comprising a 2D flux description \( \Psi(R, Z) \) in machine coordinates that together with the evolution of the electron density profile on a magnetic coordinate, e.g. \( n_e(\rho_{pol}) \), can be used to obtain the 2D density description \( n_e(R, Z) \). At the time of this work, a description of \( n_e \) fully consistent with the given EQDSK equilibrium is not yet available and therefore, an educated guess model had to be implemented. It was based on the density profiles appearing in [11] using a fit on the extracted data with the expression proposed in [12]

\[
\text{mtanh}^{\text{SOL}}(r) = \frac{h}{2} \left[ \frac{(1 + s^{\text{CORE}}) e^x - (1 + s^{\text{SOL}}) e^{-x}}{e^x + e^{-x}} + 1 \right], \text{ with } x = \frac{p_{\text{pos}} - r}{2\omega_r}, \tag{3.1}
\]

where \( r \) is the radius, \( h \) is the pedestal height, \( \omega_r \) is the pedestal width, and \( p_{\text{pos}} \) is the pedestal position, all in real space along a line-of-sight.

In figure 1 we present a CAD model of DTT with the magnetic flux \( \Psi(R, Z) \) superimposed on the left and on the right the adopted density model. This curve can now be used to map the 2D flux description \( \Psi(R, Z) \) into a 2D density \( n_e(R, Z) \). For each synthetic reflectometer, we do not need the full poloidal section of the torus, only a region of interest (ROI) enough to contain and describe the wave fields that describe the behaviour of the reflectometer. The ROI needs to be interpolated up to the resolution (number of points/wave length) used by REFMUL, in the case of this simulation, 20 points/wave length.
Figure 1. The input information needed to setup synthetic diagnostics comprises a description of the machine and an equilibrium scenario model. In the left we display a current design of DTT with a 2D map of the poloidal flux. The red line marks the separatrix. To obtain a 2D description of the density a model of $n_e$ along a magnetic coordinate is also needed. The density model used for this work appears on the right represented along the radial machine coordinate $R$. $R_{sep}$ is the position of the separatrix.

4 DDT synthetic reflectometers setup and simulation results

Two reflectometers were simulated, both on the low field side (LFS) of the vessel. One standard reflectometer placed at an equatorial position at an angle of $\alpha = 0^\circ$ with a horizontal Line of Sight (LoS), and another at a lower position below the equatorial plane at an angle of $\alpha = -70^\circ$ with the horizontal LoS, being perpendicular to the separatrix. The antenna used was a 2D pyramidal horn antenna with a flare angle of $\psi_h = 9^\circ$ (angle between the horn flare and the axis) and a length of $p = 100$ grid points retracted into the vessel wall. The plasma is probed using frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) in the Ka band from 30 GHz to 40 GHz which covers a density range of $1.1 - 2 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-3}$. In figure 2 the snapshots of the synthetic reflectometers are displayed, on the left $\alpha = 0^\circ$ and on the right $\alpha = -70^\circ$, they are presented not on the machine’s $(R, Z)$ coordinate system but on REFMUL’s $(x, y)$ were, for each case, the $x$-direction is made to coincide with the LoS of the antenna. We can observe the antenna access to the plasma through an aperture in the vessel. From each simulation the reflected signal is picked up in the waveguide, decoupled from the emitted signal though the use of an Unidirectional Transparent Source \cite{7}. Through an

Figure 2. Synthetic reflectometers for DTT at the LFS, on the left a diagnostic at the midplane while on the right the diagnostic is setup below the middle plane looking perpendicular to the separatrix.
In-phase/Quadrature detection (I/Q), the pair of reflectometer signals obtained can be used to get the phase signal $\phi$ and from it the phase derivative $\partial \phi / \partial f$. Alternatively, a Sliding Fast Fourier Transform (SFFT) technique can be applied to one of the signals to obtain the beat frequency $f_B$ and from it $\partial \phi / \partial f$. For the reflectometer in the equatorial plane, $\alpha = 0^\circ$, figure 3 shows the results for the LFS midplane reflectometer: (i) on the top-left, the electric field $E_z$ detected in the waveguide; (ii) on the top-right, the pair of I/Q reflectometry signals. The shadow beneath shows the temporal (iterations) correspondence between the I/Q reflectometry signals and the $E_z$ field detected at the antenna; (iii) on the bottom-left the Sliding Fast Fourier Transform (SFFT) map of an I/Q IF reflectometry signal with the $f_B$ marked by the red dotted line and; (iv) the $\partial \phi / \partial f$ obtained from I/Q detection and from SFFT technique. The equivalent results for the $\alpha = -70^\circ$ appear in figure 4.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Signal processing of the results from the LFS midplane reflectometer ($\alpha = 0^\circ$). Top-left the electric field $E_z$ detected in the waveguide; top-right, the pair of I/Q reflectometry signals; bottom-left, the SFFT map of a I/Q IF reflectometry signal and; (iv) the $\partial \phi / \partial f$ obtained from I/Q detection and from SFFT technique.

### 5 Discussion

Reflectometry will play a crucial role as a diagnostic for plasma position and pedestal density reconstruction for next-generation long-pulse fusion reactors, making it essential to evaluate their viability rigorously during the design phase. Within this philosophy, we performed a first assessment of the viability of a reflectometry system for DTT and put together the utilities to adopt the input data (CAD and plasma description) to the simulation codes and prepare synthetic reflectometers.
Figure 4. Signal processing of the results from the LFS below midplane reflectometer ($\alpha = -70^\circ$). Top-left the electric field $E_z$ detected in the waveguide; top-right, the pair of I/Q reflectometry signals; bottom-left, the SFFT map of a I/Q IF reflectometry signal and; (iv) the $\partial \phi / \partial f$ obtained from I/Q detection and from SFFT technique.

for DTT. This work also serves to help to identify the quality of the available information and its shortcomings. This is important to give feedback to DTT developers and to guarantee the continuity and evolution of this effort. Two reflectometry systems are planned for DTT, at present, for density profile reconstruction and turbulence studies although the details of the two systems are not fully decided. In the low magnetic field scenario, extraordinary X-mode will be probably used.

With this work, we explore the possibility of extending this scope since reflectometry in DTT could have a broader impact than on DTT itself. Implementation of reflectometry on DEMO for non-magnetic equilibrium control must be preceded by a phase of technical demonstration and validation able to establish it as a viable solution. That can only be fully accomplished with a previous installation and testing of reflectometry systems on existing or soon to be available machines, such as DTT. That would allow to test if reflectometry can be fully equivalent to magnetic control. Since DTT is a machine initially planned to test alternatives to ITER’s detached condition exhaust, applicable to DEMO, it is natural that it could also be used as a platform to experiment and validate other DEMO solutions namely reflectometry. For DEMO, a series of reflectometry systems, poloidally distributed, will be used to measure the plasma position and shape. Reflectometry systems for density plasma evaluation presently installed probe the plasma from an equatorial position on the low field side or, on few cases, on the high field side (HFS), a configuration that is the most advantageous. All the accumulated experience of the reflectometry community is restricted to
these setups. There is, therefore, a need to acquire expertise on profile reflectometry working out of the equatorial regions especially on the top and bottom positions of a tokamak where the difficulties will be more severe due to the plasma curvature and poloidal density gradients. A set of 5 reflectometers, a conventional one operating on the LFS and 4 on these more challenging positions, top LSF, bottom LFS, top HFS and bottom HFS, would provide an invaluable experimental setup to take reflectometry to the next level required by DEMO. Also, due to the early stage of diagnostic planning and implementation on DTT, the installation of such a system would be more feasible than on other existing machines. To support the installation of such systems, numerical simulation presents itself as a worthy tool and should be considered in the planning of these reflectometers. The choice of synthetic reflectometers made for this work, makes the proof of principle on the capability of the simulation tools to support the implementation of reflectometers at DTT, either it be the already planned conventional ones or alternative non-conventional configurations. The full-wave simulations performed in this work proved quite useful illustrating the possibility of reflectometry measurements not only in the conventional position ($\alpha = 0^\circ$) but especially on non-equatorial positions ($\alpha = -70^\circ$).
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